TAMWORTH TOUCH ASSOCIATION
JUNIOR TOUCH COMPETITION
MONDAY 20TH FEBRUARY, 2017

4.30PM  LITTLE NIPPERS DIVISION

FIELD 1A
ST NICHS V DURI DIAMONDS

FIELD 1B
ST EDS WHITE V TAM PUB EMUS

FIELD 2A
ST EDS RED V TAM PUB KANGAROOS

FIELD 2B
WESTDALE YELLOW V STH TAMWORTH

WESTDALE RED HAVE THE BYE
4.30PM JUNIOR GIRLS DIVISION

FIELD 3A
ST EDWARDS V STH TAMWORTH

FIELD 3B
WESTDALE V TAM PUB/ST NICH S

4.30PM JUNIOR BOYS DIVISION

FIELD 6A
ST NICH S/ST JOEYS V ST EDS/TAM PUBLIC

FIELD 6B
STH TAMWORTH V WESTDALE
5.20PM SENIOR GIRLS DIVISION

FIELD 1
STH TAMWORTH V ST EDWARDS

FIELD 2
ST JOEYS/TAM PUBLIC V WESTDALE

5.20PM SENIOR BOYS DIVISION

FIELD 3
ST EDWARDS V STH TAMWORTH

FIELD 6
TAMWORTH PUBLIC V ST NICHS

WESTDALE HAVE THE BYE